When Physical and Social Pain Coexist: Insights Into Opioid Therapy
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ABSTRACT
The US opioid epidemic challenges us to rethink our understanding of the function of opioids and the nature of chronic pain. We have neatly separated opioid use and abuse as well as physical and social pain in ways that may not be consistent with the most recent neuroscientific and epidemiological research. Physical injury and social rejection activate similar brain centers. Many of the patients who use opioid medications long term for the treatment of chronic pain have both physical and social pain, but these medications may produce a state of persistent opioid dependence that suppresses the endogenous opioid system that is essential for human socialization and reward processing. Recognition of the social aspects of chronic pain and opioid action can improve our treatment of chronic pain and our use of opioid medications.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding emotions only as reactions to pain may not be adequate. Despite the persistent belief that emotions develop in reaction to pain, and that emotional responses worsen as pain becomes chronic, new epidemiological and neuroscientific evidence suggests that the relationship between chronic pain and emotional distress is bidirectional.1,2 Physical pain and negative emotions reinforce each other in patient populations and involve activation of the same limbic brain structures.3 Social pain—the pain of interpersonal rejection or intentional abuse—was not built into earlier models of physical pain and emotion, largely because social pain was seen as distinct and as arising from interpersonal relations rather than intrapersonal mechanisms, and transformed to physical pain only through a process of “somatization.”4 Social pain, which arises from breaking or threatening interpersonal relationships, is now recognized to activate many of the same limbic brain centers that are activated by physical pain. Broken hearts are often more aversive and harder to heal than broken legs. Although strong links between social pain and physical pain have been apparent in primary care populations for some time,5 population studies and modern functional neuroimaging—which has demonstrated shared anatomic areas in the brain—have enhanced the scientific basis for these links.6-8 In this paper we will examine how social and physical pain interact, and how a better understanding of these interactions can provide insights that lead to better management of chronic pain.

The Stressed Brain
Recent research suggests that some shared physical and social stress responses arise because of shared processing in the brain. Areas of the brain that have been associated with the relevance and importance of physical pain, including the insula, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, and
ventral prefrontal cortex, have now been found to be similarly activated by social exclusion.79 Whereas physical pain serves as a signal for adaptive responses that promote tissue healing and avoidance of further injury, social pain may prompt adaptive responses that protect against further social rejection.10-13 In both cases, the pain serves a necessary protective role, the first against injury, the second against rejection. This is important because many mammalian species, but particularly humans, depend on social groups for their survival and well-being.14-17 We have assumed that persistent clinical pain is caused by persistent damage or disease in the painful body part, but this may not be the case for the most common chronic pain syndromes, such as back pain, headaches, and fibromyalgia. The single longitudinal back pain functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study showed that reward circuit activation (between the midbrain nucleus accumbens and the medial prefrontal cortex) predicted persistence of back pain, not continued activity in somatosensory circuits.18 This study and related neuroscience suggest the intriguing possibility that reward systems may be more important than tissue damage in the transition from acute to chronic pain.

These links between reward and chronic pain may reflect the crucial role of the endogenous opioid system in human survival. Early research into the endogenous opioid system tended to focus on known exogenous opioid actions, namely pain relief, and reward. But more recent research suggests that pain relief and reward are simply the most obvious expressions of a complex and integrated stress-modulation opioid system that promotes survival. Many lines of research now suggest a hitherto underrecognized role for endogenous opioids in socialization and group formation. This social role for endogenous opioids becomes increasingly important and complex as we move from non-primate mammals, to non-human primates, and to humans.8,15,19

Endogenous opioids support the most important and unique human social functions.19

Endogenous opioid systems are crucial for human social bonding, but when damaged, have a role in perpetuating isolation and chronic illness. Targeted social rejection events, which involve the intentional severing of important social bonds, are among the strongest risk factors for both depression and disruption of the opioid system.20,21 Non-medical opioid users show stronger stress responses to these events as well as impaired cognitive empathy.22,23 Endogenous opioid activity supports human survival by providing (together with dopamine) integrated responses to stress. Not only do opioids play a role in maintaining homeostasis by integrating and balancing aversive input and reward,24 they also play an important role in counterbalancing the activating effects of corticosteroids and catecholamines during stress.26 Animal and human studies, however, have demonstrated that when repeated or extreme stress overreaches the boundaries of normal stress responses, homeostasis is no longer achieved, and allostatic load contributes to stress-induced chronic illness. In attempting to overcome chronic stress, overactivity of endogenous opioid systems may result in increased basal opioid tone, which can manifest as a state of reward deficiency or impaired ability to obtain natural rewards, contributing to social isolation.27,28 These states of reward deficiency may contribute to both chronic pain and addiction risk.28

The Artificial Dichotomy Between Physical Pain and Social Pain

The idea that physical or bodily pain is somehow a privileged form of suffering, beyond a person's control or responsibility, arises from the idea that peripheral tissue damage is the mechanical cause of bodily pain. This idea works as long as the intensity of pain actually matches the severity of the peripheral nociception, and the peripheral damage can be identified and addressed. This tends to be true in the case of acute or new onset pain. But this is often not the case in persistent or chronic pain. Here, the relationship between peripheral pain generators and the pain experience is not so simple. Physical pain can be heightened and perpetuated by significant or persistent social stress. Social pain can be experienced and presented as physical pain, yet the driver is less nociceptive input, more social stress. The fact that physical pain is thought of as distinct from social pain now seems like an artificial distinction, but it is a distinction that has had enormous impact because it shapes our policy about pain itself, the use of drugs to treat pain, and the regulation of addictive drugs. When we use opioids to treat chronic pain, we often allow social stress to be treated with opioids only when stress is accompanied by physical pain, leaving other treatment of social stress to the mercy of an illicit market.

Opioid Dependence

The opioid dependence that develops when opioids are used continuously and persistently over the long term (greater than 90 days) can be a serious condition that shares many of the characteristics of addiction.29 This persistent opioid dependence should be distinguished from the opioid dependence that arises after short-term opioid treatment, often manifest as a classic withdrawal which will resolve within days. The more serious and protracted form of dependence may be expressed by complex physical and psychological withdrawal symptoms. After prolonged opioid use, withdrawal
symptoms can be manifest without completely withdrawing the drug. Continuous or mini-withdrawals can arise during prolonged use because psychological and pharmacological factors continuously change the opioid steady state. This complex withdrawal may be expressed as hyperalgesia, hyperkatefeia (heightened negative emotions), reward deficiency, and social withdrawal. This type of dependence can make opioid tapering extremely challenging because the withdrawal can be not only painful but distressing, producing both physical and social pain as discussed above.

Thus, rather than helping the pain for which the opioid was originally sought, persistent opioid use may be chasing the pain in a circular manner, diminishing natural rewards from normal sources of pleasure, and increasing social isolation. To make matters worse, the people who need and want opioids the most, and who choose to use them over the long term, tend to be those with the most complex forms of chronic pain, containing both physical and social elements. We have called this process “adverse selection” because these are also the people who are also at the greatest risk for continuous or escalating opioid use, and the development of complex dependence. Survival mechanisms that were already compromised by physical and social injury, are compromised further because the exogenous opioid can overwhelm the natural endogenous defenses. This may be one reason that discontinuation of long-term opioid therapy has been associated with suicide and all-cause mortality.

**Concluding Remarks**

Much has been learned from the opioid epidemic in the United States. Population studies show clearly that people who stay on opioid analgesics long term (only a small minority of those initiated on opioids) tend to reach high doses. These long-term, high-dose patients are much more likely to be treating a combination of physical and social pain as demonstrated by high rates of psychological trauma, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and depression in this population. We are currently faced with a subpopulation of patients who have been treated with opioids over many years, usually have multiple comorbidities, and have difficulty tapering now that safety considerations have emerged suggesting that tapering is advisable. This has highlighted the fact that opioid dependence, as it arises during long-term pain treatment, has been poorly conceptualized, and is not simply “physical” and easily reversed. We are confused about what to call prescription opioid dependence, worried about using the word addiction, and bound by diagnostic coding that constrains our treatment choices but often does not fit the patients we see. This confusion, combined with the failure to recognize that the brain adapts similarly during long-term medical and non-medical opioid use, reinforces the idea that medical use is always good, and non-medical use is always bad.

As prescribers of medical opioid treatment, we must recognize that when physical and social pain coexist, long-term opioid therapy is more likely to harm than help. We believe that short-term opioid therapy, lasting no more than a month or so, will and should remain a common tool in clinical practice. But long-term opioid therapy that lasts months and perhaps years should be a rare occurrence because it does not treat chronic pain well, it impairs human social and emotional function, and can lead to opioid dependence or addiction. Pain intensity ratings are not a good guide to the need for opioid therapy since these ratings are highest in patients with a heavy burden of social pain and psychiatric comorbidity who are at increased risk for opioid adverse events like misuse, abuse, and overdose. This insight into the overlap between physical and social pain should help redirect care for these patients away from opioid treatment that may ultimately worsen their underlying distress and social isolation. It should also direct us toward chronic pain care models that do not separate physical pain (as a medical issue) from social pain (as a non-medical issue). Multimodal chronic pain care, which has been offered in multidisciplinary pain rehabilitation programs, offers a model for such care and been adapted to primary care using nurse care managers as are common in diabetes and depression care, but dissemination, implementation, and funding of these programs remains a challenge.

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at https://doi.org/10.1370/afm.2591.
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